Office hours start 5:10pm, present James, Rob, Mike, Hannah, Jen, Katie, Janet, LaRuth

Student Lifeguard Association, mporter

SAPAMIT, mdong

DATA, nate1

Philippine Entrepreneur's Student Organization, nruiz and paredes

Meeting starts, 6:14pm, present, LaRuth, Jen, James, Rob, Katie, Mike, Janet, Hannah

Future Meetings, Thursdays 6-7 office hours 7-8 meetings, office hours biweekly

Student Ambassadors
Katie moves to approve Student Ambassadors as a sponsored group of Admissions and Alumni. (contact: gulamali) Rob seconds. Motion passes, 6-0-2

Student Lifeguards
Thoughts that is some overlap with SEMS and/or ARCTAN. Suggestion to contact them for sponsored status. Tabled until they contact SEMS and ARCTAN. Mike will e-mail all three to get them in contact.

PESO
Concern that there might be lots of entrepreneurial groups. James moves to approve PESO as a fully recognized group. Katie seconds. Motion fails, 2-3-3

Try to approve them as a restricted group.
Katie moves to approve PESO as a restricted group that cannot apply for funding, office space, and bulletin boards. Mike seconds. Motion passes, 6-0-2

SAPAMIT
Katie moves to approve PAMIT as a fully recognized group with the change in their name. Mike seconds. Motion passes, 5-0-3

DATA
Katie moves to recognize DATA as a restricted group that cannot apply for funding as per their own request. James seconds. Motion passes, 5-0-3

Questions on who owns bulletin boards. Pretty sure it's CAC and we just run them. Mike suggests talking to Harel about possible boards in the infinite.

Dormcon's board.
Motion to give Dormcon a spot in Building 8 and give their infinite spot to Club Sports, which also reconfirms the decision stripping them of their board. Motion passes, 5-1-2
Battlebots
Katie moves to change the name of Battlebots Team to MIT Competitive Robotics Club
Janet seconds. Motion passes, 6-0-2

ESW.
Katie moves to merge Engineers for a Sustainable world into Design That Matters at their
own request. Mike seconds. Motion passes, 6-0-2

Met with Dan Collins and Chris Sequeira (csequir) last week about small group concerns.
Talked about encouraging public service groups to seek outside funding.

LaRuth will work on workshops for seeking outside funding.

Katie wondering if ASA Exec board members could become liaison-type people for
bunches of groups.

Wondering about how Sloan Senate works. Pointed out that Artis is a Sloan Senator.

Advertising the Nextels that are upstairs. Katie will talk to Tracy. Mike will try to work
on advertising them.

ASA is member of UA cabinet. Katie will send vision statement and goals to everyone.
Possible retreat sometime later.

Questions where Talbot House money is going.

ESD student society is still wondering what's going on.

Rob needs to unreserve space at the end of September. Next GBM will be October 27th
in 10-250. That's when hazing forms are due.

Katie will put together an Official and try to figure something out for recognition
philosophies.

Meeting adjourns, 7:18pm.